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Abstract— In this paper we investigate transmission scheduling
by Medium Access Control (MAC) for energy-efficient detection
using Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). We consider the bi-
nary hypothesis testing problem. The decision is made by an
access point and is based on received data from sensors that
transmit through a fading channel. We study the significance of
exploiting both Channel-State Information (CSI) and Likelihood-
Ratio Information (LRI) to design an adequate MAC protocol
that minimizes the total transmission energy required for opti-
mal detection. We formulate the access problem as a history-
dependent decision process. The optimal solution is mathemat-
ically intractable and suffers from exponential complexity as
a function of model size. Hence, we propose an approximate
solution using the Markov property to reduce complexity and
make the problem mathematically tractable. We designed the
LRI and CSI Based Access (LCBA) protocol based on this
solution. The LCBA protocol trades off between LRI and CSI to
reduce the total transmission energy. Simulation results show a
significant performance gain of LCBA over existing approaches.

Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, signal detection, op-
portunistic Medium Access Control, dynamic programming.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS Sensor Networks (WSN) consist of low-
power sensor nodes with limited computational and

sensing capabilities. Energy consumption is a major limitation
in non-rechargeable battery-powered WSN and there is a
growing body of literature on this subject [2], [3]. A good sur-
vey of available technology appears in [4], [5]. Here we deal
with Sensor Networks with a Mobile Access point (SENMA)
[6] or Fusion Center (FC). In SENMA, the sensors are low-
power and low-cost nodes that have limited processing and
communication capabilities. The mobile Access Point (AP) is
a powerful hardware unit, in terms of both communication
and processing capabilities. Each sensor measures a certain
phenomenon and upon request transmits its data directly to
the AP through a fading channel. Most transmissions in ad-
hoc sensor networks are between low-lying antennas, where
signal intensity drops as the fourth power of distance due
to partial cancellation by ground-reflected rays [7], [8]. In
SENMA, however, there may be a free space between the
sensor field and the AP (for example, flying airplanes) where
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the signal intensity only drops as the second power of dis-
tance [9]. Therefore, in many cases communication between
sensors and AP is preferable in terms of energy efficiency.
Furthermore, the communication protocol layout in SENMA
is much simpler and energy-efficient, since the sensors are
not required to discover and maintain routes, store and relay
packets, acknowledge packet reception etc.

We consider a binary hypothesis testing problem, where
the AP decides whether an unknown hypothesis is H0 or
H1 based on the messages received from the sensors. In
general, the transmission energy required for successful one-
hop transmission to the AP through the direct channel can
be high and depends on the time-varying fading channel [6],
[10]. Therefore, minimizing the transmission energy by the
appropriate channel-aware transmission scheduling protocol is
crucial and significantly prolongs the network lifetime.

Censoring sensors techniques use data only from collected
sensors with highly informative observations [11]–[13]. As a
result, the required number of transmissions decreases, while
the probability of error increases. However, here we require
optimal decision with no loss in error probability. It has been
shown in [14] that ordering the transmissions by allowing
sensors with more informative observations to transmit first
significantly reduces the total number of transmissions, but
still achieves the same probability of error as though all the
sensors had transmitted. On the other hand, selecting sensors
with better channels for transmission in each time slot by
exploiting CSI significantly reduces the energy consumption
per transmission [15]–[18].

In this paper, we investigate energy-aware transmission
scheduling for the binary hypothesis detection problem over
WSN. We focus on distributed protocols that exploit local CSI
and local observations, without sharing CSI and observations
between sensors. Our goal is to decide in a distributed fashion,
based on local CSI and local informative observations, which
set of sensors should transmit during each data collection so
as to minimize the total transmission energy until the optimal
decision regarding the binary hypothesis testing problem is
made. To achieve our goal, we formulate the access problem
as a history-dependent decision process. Obtaining the optimal
solution to this control problem is mathematically intractable
and the complexity is high. Hence, we propose an approximate
solution using the Markov property to reduce complexity and
make the problem mathematically tractable. We designed the
LRI and CSI Based Access (LCBA) protocol based on this
solution.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II we present the network model and problem statement. In
section III we review existing approaches to distributed access
that have been proposed recently. In section IV we present the
LCBA protocol. In section V we show the implementation of
the detection testing problem by the LCBA protocol. In Sec.
VI we provide simulation results.

II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this paper we consider a binary detection problem using
a WSN containing N sensors. The sensors measure a certain
phenomenon and deliver some function of their observations
to an AP through a fading channel using a MAC protocol.
The AP determines whether an unknown hypothesis is H0

or H1 based on the received data. We assume that the
observations conditioned on each hypothesis are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d) across the sensors. The a
priori probabilities of the two hypotheses are denoted by
P (H0) = P0 and P (H1) = P1 = 1 − P0. Let xn and
fX(xn|Hm) be the random observation at sensor n and the
Probability Density Function (PDF) of xn conditioned on
Hm, respectively. Let Ln = fX(xn|H1)/fX(xn|H0) and
ln = log(Ln) be the likelihood ratio (LR) and the log-
likelihood ratio (LLR) at sensor n, respectively. We refer to
this information as the local Likelihood Ratio Information
(LRI). Let fl(ln|Hm) be the PDF of the LLR conditioned
on Hm. We assume that the AP knows the statistics of the
measurements conditioned on Hm.
We use the network model in [15], [18]. The sensors in

the network transmit their information through a flat-fading
channel. We assume a block-fading channel which remains
constant duringD time slots and varies independently everyD
time slots (to simplify the presentation we sometimes assume
D = 1 throughout the paper. The extension to D > 1 is
straightforward), where the length of each time slot is T
seconds. Hence, the channel gain for each sensor n, |hn|2
is constant within each packet. Due to the presence of small-
scale fading, the channel gain is a random variable. In the
beginning of a time slot (when the channel varies), the AP
(which is a powerful hardware unit) broadcasts a beacon signal
and each sensor estimates its channel state1. Then, only a
single sensor is allowed to transmit its information to the
AP (the extension to a larger number of sensors which are
allowed to transmit is explained in section III). By assuming
that sensor n transmits its data to the AP during a block
length of Tn seconds (Tn < T ), the received signal y(t) is
given by: y(t) = hn · xn(t) + v(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tn , where
hn is the channel fading experienced by sensor n, v(t) is the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power spectrum
density (PSD) N0, and xn(t) is the transmitted signal using
fixed power Pout which is equal for all the sensors. Let Pc be
the power consumption of the transmitter circuitry which is
assumed to be equal for all sensors. We define the data packet

1We assume reciprocal channel gain (but not necessarily reciprocal channel
phase), which is a common assumption in such networks [15], [19]. Estimat-
ing the channel state is essential in terms of energy-efficient transmission
in every transmission model. Knowing the CSI allows the sensors to use
an energy-efficient transmission modulation or to minimize the required
transmission power, while maintaining a reliable link.

Fig. 1. An example of decreasing function f(γ) for carrier sensing process.

length by I[bits], and the transmission data packet time of
sensor n by Tn. Therefore, the transmission energy etr,n(m)
required for transmission during the mth time slot is given
by2:

etr,n(m) = Ptr · Tn(m) =
Ptr · I

W · log(1 + |hn(m)|2 · Pout

ΓWN0
)
,

(1)
where Ptr = Pc + Pout is the total transmission power
consumption of each sensor. The term in the denominator is
the data transmission rate, where Γ and W are the Shannon
gap to capacity and the channel bandwidth, respectively.
Our goal is to decide during each time slot which sensor

(or sensors) should transmit its data in a distributed fashion
by exploiting local CSI and local LRI, in order to minimize
the total transmission energy. Similar to [14], we require an
optimal decision that achieves the same probability of error
as though all the sensors had transmitted their data.

III. EXISTING APPROACHES TO DISTRIBUTED ACCESS

Distributed access protocols can be implemented using the
opportunistic carrier sensing technique [15]. Let n and m
denote the sensor index and the time slot index, respectively.
According to the opportunistic carrier sensing scheme, during
each time slot, every sensor in the network calculates an
energy-efficiency index γn(m) based on local information.
Then, it maps its γn(m) to a backoff time bn(m) based on
a predetermined common function f(γ). Each sensor listens
to the channel and if no other sensor transmits before its
backoff time expires, the sensor is allowed to transmit3. When
the propagation delay is negligible, the function f(γ) can be
any decreasing function in order to enable the sensor with
the largest index γn(m) to transmit, as illustrated in Fig.
1. However, when the propagation delay cannot be ignored,
f(γ) must be designed judiciously. The design of the backoff
function f(γ) is investigated in [15], [19], with respect to
propagation delay and probability of collisions.

2Other optional scheme is to adapt the transmission power, while transmit-
ting during a fixed time slot of T seconds.
3The transmission scheduling can be readily extended to the case where

K > 1 sensors are allowed to transmit in each time slot. This can be done
by implementing opportunistic carrier sensing techniques for more than a
single-sensor transmission as described in [15]. Furthermore, we currently
investigate the use of TBMA or TBRA schemes as an optional extension to
implement simultaneous transmission [20]–[22].
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Next, we review two different approaches to distributed
access: Opportunistic channel-based access and opportunistic
likelihood-ratio based access. We examine their advantages
and disadvantages in our problem.

A. Opportunistic Channel-Based Access

The Opportunistic Channel-Based Access (OCBA) was
discussed in [15]–[18], [23]. An opportunistic channel-based
scheme involves choosing the sensor with the best channel
in every time slot to minimize the energy consumption per
transmission. OCBA can be implemented by an opportunistic
carrier sensing technique, by setting γn(m) = |hn(m)|2. The
disadvantage of the OCBA scheme is that all the sensors have
to transmit their data in order to minimize the probability of
error.

B. Opportunistic Likelihood Ratio-Based Access

The Opportunistic Likelihood-ratio Based Access (OLBA)
was presented in [14]. According to the opportunistic likeli-
hood ratio based scheme, the sensor with the highest LLR
absolute value transmits on the first time slot. The sensor
with the second highest LLR absolute value transmits on the
second time slot, and so forth. OLBA can be implemented
using opportunistic carrier sensing, by setting4 γn = |ln|. In
the unconstrained problem (WSN without energy constraints)
the AP decides H1 after all sensors have transmitted their
data if

∑N
n=1 ln > λ or decides H0 if

∑N
n=1 ln < λ, where

λ = ln(P0/P1) is the optimum threshold in terms of minimiz-
ing the probability of error5. For convenience, we number the
sensor that transmits during themth time slot bym. Therefore,
lm denotes the LLR transmitted during the mth time slot. In
the OLBA scheme, the AP updates two thresholds after each
time slot (or every D time slots): λU (m) = λ + (N −m)|lm|
and λL(m) = λ − (N − m)|lm|. The term (N − m) denotes
the number of remaining time slots. After the mth time slot
the AP decides H1 if:

∑m
i=1 li > λU (m), or decides H0

if:
∑m

i=1 li < λL(m). Note that in this scheme we have:
|lm| > |lm+1| > · · · > |lN−1| > |lN |. Therefore, when the
sum of the LLRs of the first m transmitting sensors is higher
than λU (m) or lower than λL(m), the sum of the LLRs of all
N sensors is higher or lower than λ, respectively. Hence, the
OLBA scheme reduces the number of transmissions, while
achieving the same probability of error as though all the
sensors had transmitted their data. Practically, the AP sends
a control message to stop transmissions when the decision
is made. It was shown in [14] that the average number of
transmissions is upper bounded by N/2 for a sufficiently large
distance measure between the sensor distributions under both
hypotheses.
The disadvantage of the OLBA scheme is that a sensor can
be selected for transmission according to the magnitude of its
LLR, although it might suffer from deep fading during the
time slot. In this case, implementing OLBA might cause a
significant energy loss.

4Note that γn = |ln| is constant during all the time slots until the AP
decides H0 or H1, whereas γn(m) = |hn(m)|2 varies every D time slots.
5The extension to the Neyman-Pearson criterion is straightforward.

In the next section we present the LRI and CSI Based Ac-
cess (LCBA) protocol. The goal of the LCBA is to minimize
the total expected transmission energy (instead of minimizing
the energy per transmission by OCBA or minimizing the
number of transmissions by OLBA) until the AP decides H0

or H1.

IV. LRI AND CSI BASED ACCESS (LCBA) PROTOCOL

Minimizing the expected total transmission energy requires
a trade-off between the CSI and the LRI. The likelihood
ratio is a random variable that varies between measurements.
After the sensors measure the phenomenon, they transmit
their data sequentially to the AP through a fading channel.
Due to the small-scale fading effect, the channel gain is
a random variable that varies between sensors and time
slots. On one hand, selecting sensors with better channels
for transmission at each time slot reduces the transmission
energy. On the other hand, transmissions can be saved by
allowing sensors to transmit in decreasing order of the
absolute value of their LLR and still achieve the optimal
decision as though all the sensors had transmitted. However,
transmitting according to the LLR regardless of the channel
state might cause a significant energy loss, since channel
diversity among sensors is not exploited. The OCBA protocol
exploits CSI to reduce the energy per transmission (but
requires N transmissions). In contrast, the OLBA protocol
exploits LRI to reduce the number of transmissions (but
increases the energy per transmission). The new LCBA
scheme reduces the total transmission energy by using both
LRI and CSI to minimize the total transmission energy until
the AP decides H0 or H1 with optimal probability of error
(as though all the sensors had transmitted their data). The
basic idea is to allow a group of sensors to send their data
to the AP sequentially (time slot after time slot) according
to the OCBA scheme to exploit the channel fading diversity
during each time slot as explained in Sec. III. However, a
sensor is allowed to transmit only if the absolute value of
its LLR is greater than a threshold τ ≥ 0. This can be done
by sending a control message from the AP to the sensors6.
Assume that m sensors have LLR with an absolute value
greater than τ . Then, the sensor with the highest channel
gain among all these m sensors transmits on the first time
slot. On the next time slot (or every D time slots), the
fading channel has changed (according to the channel fading
statistics). As a result, the sensor with the highest channel
gain from the remaining m − 1 sensors transmits second,
and so on until all m sensors finish transmitting. This
scheme exploits the channel diversity to reduce the energy
per transmission. After all the m sensors have transmitted
their data using the OCBA scheme7, the AP defines:
λU,τ (m) = λ + (N − m) · τ, λL,τ (m) = λ − (N − m) · τ.
Note that the remaining (N − m) sensors that have not
transmitted yet have LLR with an absolute value lower than

6The control message can be sent occasionally as part of the beacon used
to channel estimation. Therefore, the additional invested energy to receive the
log-likelihood threshold is negligible.
7The AP infers that all m sensors have transmitted their data when a data

collection request has gone unanswered.
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τ . Therefore, like the OLBA scheme, the AP decides H1 if:
m∑

i=1

li > λU,τ (m) , (2)

or decides H0 if:
m∑

i=1

li < λL,τ (m) , (3)

and still achieves the same probability of error as though
all the sensors had transmitted their data. If (2) or (3) are
fulfilled, the AP sends a control message to stop transmissions.
Otherwise, it determines a new lower threshold (τ > τnew ≥ 0)
and so on. The goal is to find a policy that determines which τ
the AP should send to the sensors during the data collections
to minimize the total expected transmission energy until the
decision is made. Hence, the AP faces a stochastic control
problem. It needs to determine in each state which threshold
should be broadcast, based on the LLR statistics and the
channel statistics. Next, we formulate the problem as a history-
dependent decision process. We propose an approximate so-
lution using the Markov property to reduce complexity. We
show that the proposed solution can be obtained using a
value iteration algorithm. Furthermore, we show that a single
iteration suffices to obtain the proposed solution.

A. Formulating LRI and CSI Based Access (LCBA) as a
Decision Process

We define the control problem as a 4-tuple
(S, As, P

′
. (., .), R

′
.(.)) , where S is a finite set of states,

As is a finite set of actions available in state s ∈ S,
P ′

a(h, s′) = Pr(st+1 = s′|ht = h, at = a) is the probability
that action a ∈ As in a state with a history h at time t will
lead to state s′ ∈ S at time t + 1. R′

a(h) is the expected
immediate cost as a result of choosing the action a ∈ As in
a state with a history h at time t. The history ht = h of the
process at time t is the sequence of states and actions visited
by the process, [s1, a1, ..., at−1, st].
In a Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), the transition
probability and the expected immediate cost depend on
the current state and the current action only, Pr(st+1 =
s′|ht = h, at = a) = Pr(st+1 = s′|st = s, at = a),
R′

a(ht = h) = R′
a(st = s) (i.e., history-independent).

However, the transition probability in the stochastic control
problem here depends on the history of the process. As
a result, the optimal solution is mathematically intractable
and suffers from exponential complexity as a function of
model size. Therefore, we define an approximate transition
probability:

Pa(s, s′) � Pr(st+1 = s′|st = s, at = a) (4)

that depends solely on the current state and the current
action. Using this definition, we can compute an approximate
expected immediate cost, Ra(s). Therefore, Ra(s) denotes the
approximate expected immediate cost as a result of choosing
the action a ∈ As in a state s′ ∈ S. In what follows we
show that this approximation approaches the exact history-
dependent model as the network size N increases. We use
this relaxation to reduce complexity significantly and make

the problem mathematically tractable. The goal is to minimize
the expected cost (total transmission energy in our case) until
the terminating state is reached. In the access problem that
we face, in each state the AP determines a threshold τ ≥ 0,
and broadcasts it as a control message to the sensors. Then,
all the sensors that have LLR with an absolute value above
τ transmit their data sequentially (time slot after time slot)
using the OCBA scheme8. After all the sensors that have LLR
with an absolute value above τ have transmitted their data, the
network reaches the next state. If (2) or (3) are fulfilled, the AP
decides H0 or H1, respectively, and sends a control message
to stop transmissions. In that case, the network has reached
a terminating state. If (2) or (3) are not fulfilled, the network
has reached a nonterminating state and the AP determines a
new lower threshold (τ > τnew ≥ 0) and so on.
1) State set and action set: The set of nonterminating states

is defined by9:

SNT � {s0,0 : initial state, no sensor has transmitted yet}
∪ {sj,k : 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 , 1 ≤ k ≤ Na − 1 ,
- j sensors have transmitted their data
- all sensors that have not transmitted yet have
LLR with an absolute value below τk

- all sensors that have transmitted their data have
LLR with an absolute value above τk

- (2) or (3) are not fulfilled} ,
(5)

and the set of terminating states is defined by:

ST � {sj,T : 1 ≤ j ≤ N ,
j sensors have transmitted their data

and (2) or (3) are first fulfilled} .
(6)

The complete set of states is given by: S = SNT ∪ sT .
In each nonterminating state the AP chooses a threshold and
sends it as a control message to the sensors. Due to practical
constraints such as computational complexity, we determine
a finite set of thresholds which partitions the range of LLR
values. For convenience, we arrange τk for k = 0, ..., Na in
a decreasing order: τ0 > τ1 > · · · > τNa , where we set
τ0 → ∞, τNa = 0. Therefore, no sensor transmits when τ0 is
sent, and all sensors transmit when τNa is sent. We determine
the set of actions by equally partitioning the PDF of the LLR
under integral operation10. The set of actions available at any
nonterminating state sj,k ∈ SNT is defined by:

Asj,k
� {ai : k + 1 ≤ i ≤ Na , τi is chosen} ∀sj,k ∈ SNT ,

(7)
where action ai represents choosing τi.
The state set can be written as a graph in the form of an
(N +1)×(Na+1) matrix containing entries sj,k, as illustrated
in (8), for the case of N = 4,Na = 4. The row index (j =

8The AP sends a beacon at the beginning of a time slot (when the channel
varies) and every sensor estimates its channel state. Then, the sensor (or
sensors) with the best channel among all the sensors that have LLR with an
absolute value above τ transmits.
9The AP uses the LLR statistics (and not the actual LLR values) to obtain

the optimal policy when the network is in the initial state. However, the
optimal policy can be updated after some of the sensors have transmitted
their actual LLR values. This extension is discussed in section VII.
10The PDF of the LLR can be estimated using histogram techniques for

instance.
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0, ..., N ) indicates the number of sensors that have transmitted
their data. Executing an action ai in state sj,k ∈ SNT will lead
to a nonterminating column i (if (2) or (3) are not fulfilled) or
to the last column (if (2) or (3) are fulfilled). The first row does
not contain a terminating state, since at least one transmission
is required to decide H0 or H1. The last row does not contain
a nonterminating state, since all the sensors have transmitted.

S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

s0,0 s0,1 s0,2 s0,3

s1,1 s1,2 s1,3 s1,T

s2,1 s2,2 s2,3 s2,T

s3,1 s3,2 s3,3 s3,T

s4,T

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (8)

The size of the state set is: |S| = N · Na + 1.
We point out that the computational complexity can be sig-
nificantly reduced by constructing a reduced-model control
problem and still achieve very good performance. We discuss
the complexity reduction in section IV-E.
2) Transition Probability: Computing the exact history-

dependent transition probabilities in this access problem is an
impractical task. Therefore, we use the approximate transition
probabilities (4) by applying the Markov property to make the
problem mathematically tractable. The terms Pai(sj,k, sr,T )
and Pai(sj,k, sr,i) denote the approximate transition proba-
bilities that action ai in state sj,k ∈ SNT will lead to state
sr,T ∈ sT and sr,i ∈ SNT , respectively.
Let ni be the number of sensors in the network that have LLR
with an absolute value greater than τi. Hence,

Pai(sj,k, sr,T ) = P0|sj,k
· Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, H0)×

Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, H0)
+P1|sj,k

· Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, H1)×
Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, H1),

Pai(sj,k, sr,i) = P0|sj,k
· Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, H0)×

(1 − Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, H0))
+P1|sj,k

· Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, H1)×
(1 − Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, H1)) ,

(9)

where Pm|sj,k
= Pr(Hm|sj,k) is the probability of hypoth-

esis Hm, given that the network is in state sj,k. Pr(ni =
r|sj,k, ai, Hm) denotes the probability that r − j sensors
transmit sequentially until the next state (since j sensors have
already transmitted), given that the network is in state sj,k,
action ai was executed and conditioned on hypothesis Hm.
Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, Hm) denotes the probability that the
network reaches terminating state sr,T , given that the network
is in the state sj,k, action ai was executed, r − j sensors
transmit sequentially until the next state and conditioned on
hypothesis Hm.
Note that Pai(sj,k, sj,T |ni = j, Hm) = 0, since moving
from a nonterminating state to a terminating state requires
at least another transmission. Note that Pai(sj,k, sN,T |ni =
N, Hm) = 1, since all sensors have transmitted.
The number of sensors that will transmit after threshold τ has
been broadcast depends on the upper bound on the remaining
LLRs, the number of the remaining sensors and the chosen
threshold τ (for details see the proof of Theorem 3). This
knowledge is available during the current state and the current
action and does not depend on the history of the process.

Therefore, the term Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, Hm) in (9) is the
exact probability of the number of sensors that will transmit
after threshold τ has been broadcast. On the other hand, the
terms Pm|sj,k

and Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, Hm) in (9), will
be more accurate when conditioning on the history of the
process. Unfortunately, computing these exact probabilities
in the access problem is an impractical task. Furthermore,
obtaining the optimal policy for the exact model requires
exponential complexity as a function of model size. Therefore,
using the approximate probabilities is essential to reduce
complexity. Furthermore, we show in the following theorem
that the approximate transition probability approaches the
accurate history-dependent probability as the network size N
approaches infinity.

Theorem 1: Consider a WSN containing N sensors. Let

pi|Hm
=

(∫ ∞

τi

fl(l′|Hm)dl′ +
∫ −τi

−∞
fl(l′|Hm)dl′

)
,

i = 1, ..., Na, m = 0, 1,
(10)

where fl(l′|Hm) is the PDF of the LLRs conditioned on Hm,
and τi , i = 1, ..., Na is a set of thresholds (where τNa = 0 and
pNa|Hm

= 1).
Assume:
i. The set of thresholds satisfies: There exists a fixed δp > 0
such that11 |pi|H0 − pi|H1 | > δp, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ Na − 1.
or:
ii. The set of thresholds satisfies12: pi|H0 = pi|H1 , ∀1 ≤ i ≤
Na.
Then:
i. For any δ > 0, the probability to reach a state sj,k after τk was
broadcast, where j > (1 + δ)Npk|Hm

or j < (1 − δ)Npk|Hm

decreases exponentially as a function of N .
ii. For any ε > 0 and δ > 0 there exists N0 such that for all
N > N0 the approximation error in computing the transition
probability on the graph is less than ε in each state with a
probability greater than δ to reach.

Proof: For the sake of brevity, we provide an outline of
the proof. To prove (i) note that the number of sensors that
will transmit after threshold τ has been broadcast conditioned
on each hypothesis depends only on the current state and the
current action. Since the observations are i.i.d conditioned
on the hypotheses, the number of sensors that transmit is a
random variable with a binomial distribution (for details see
the proof of Theorem 3). Therefore, we can show that the
probability that j ≷ (1 ± δ) Npk|Hm

sensors have transmit-
ted after the AP broadcasts τk decreases exponentially as a
function of N (This follows from the Chernoff bound for a
binomial distribution). Explicitly, we can show that applying

11Such a set can always be designed in the case of a general PDF of the
LLRs conditioned on the hypotheses, except in the case of symmetric PDFs.
12Such a set can always be designed in the case of symmetric PDF of

the LLRs conditioned on the hypotheses. For instance, this type of PDF is
obtained in the deterministic linear model, as discussed in section V-A.
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the Chernoff bound yields:

Pr (sj,k |Hm ) ≤
(

eδ

(1+δ)1+δ

)Npk|Hm

∀j > (1 + δ)Npk|Hm
, ∀k = 1, ..., Na, ∀δ > 0

Pr (sj,k |Hm ) ≤ exp
{−δ2/2 · Npk|Hm

}
∀j < (1 − δ)Npk|Hm

, ∀k = 1, ..., Na, ∀δ > 0 .

(11)

Hence, (i) follows.
To prove (ii) we use the Law of Large Numbers (LLN). The
probability Pai(sj,k, sr,x|ni = r, Hm) depends on whether or
not the sum of the LLRs exceeds or is less than the thresholds
in (2) or (3), respectively. According to the LLN, the sum of
the LLRs approaches the expectation given τi as N increases
(i.e., is history-independent, since we have a finite number
of Na intervals and sufficiently large number of transmitting
sensors in each interval). Hence, it follows from the weak
LLN that for sufficiently large N the approximation error
in Pai(sj,k, sr,x|ni = r, Hm) is less than ε. Furthermore, if
the LLRs’ absolute value are upper bounded, the probability
to depart from the expectation decreases exponentially as a
function of N (This follows from the Chernoff bound). If this
is not the case, generally Cramer’s theorem can be applied to
characterize the rate of convergence.
Finally, the probability P0|sj,k

= P (sj,k|H0)P0P1
m=0 P (sj,k|Hm)Pm

=(
1 + P1·Pr(sj,k|H1)

P0·Pr(sj,k|H0)

)−1

depends on how many LLRs

are in the range [τk,∞). Hence, Pr(sj,k|Hm) is
the probability that j sensors have transmitted, where
j ∼ B

(
N, pk|Hm

)
is a random variable with a binomial

distribution. Therefore, Pr(sj,k|H1)/Pr(sj,k|H0) =(
pj

k|H1
· (1 − pk|H1)

N−j
)

/
(
pj

k|H0
· (1 − pk|H0)

N−j
)
. Note

that in the case of assumption (ii), Pm|sj,k
= Pm|hj,k

= Pm,
since pi|H0 = pi|H1 , ∀1 ≤ i ≤ Na. In the case of
assumption (i), |pi|H0 − pi|H1 | > δp, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ Na − 1,
where δp > 0 is fixed. Note that there exists a sufficiently
large N0 such that for all N > N0 the probability not to
reach sj,k where (1 − δ′)Npk|Hm

< j < (1 + δ′)Npk|Hm

is less than δ for any δ′ > 0. Furthermore, after some
algebraic manipulation (taking exponent and logarithms) we
can rewrite for all sj,k: Pr(sj,k|H1)/Pr(sj,k|H0) =
exp

{−Nf(pk|H0 , pk|H1 , δp, δ
′)
}
, where

f(pk|H0 , pk|H1 , δp, δ
′) is a function of pk|H0 , pk|H1 ,

δp, δ′ and (1 − δ′)Npk|Hm
< j < (1 + δ′)Npk|Hm

,
m = 0, 1. There exists a sufficiently small fixed
δ′ > 0, such that f(pk|H0 , pk|H1 , δp, δ

′) = C > 0,
where (1 − δ′)Npk|H0 < j < (1 + δ′)Npk|H0 . On
the other hand, there exists a sufficiently small fixed
δ′ > 0, such that f(pk|H0 , pk|H1 , δp, δ

′) = C < 0, where
(1 − δ′)Npk|H1 < j < (1 + δ′)Npk|H1 . Therefore, the
approximation error in Pm|sj,k

decreases exponentially as a
function of N .
Finally, we select δ′ > 0 sufficiently small such that: C > 0
if (1 − δ′) Npk|H0 < j < (1 + δ′)Npk|H0 , and C < 0 if
(1 − δ′)Npk|H1 < j < (1 + δ′)Npk|H1 . Then we select a
sufficiently large N0 such that the probability not to reach
sj,k where (1 − δ′)Npk|Hm

< j < (1 + δ′)Npk|Hm
is less

than δ and the approximation error in P0|sj,k
is less than ε.

As a result, for any ε > 0 and δ > 0 there exists N0 such
that for all N > N0 the theorem follows.

Theorem 1 holds for any ε > 0. Note that due to complexity
constraints, practically the model size is finite. Therefore,
convergence by the LLN suffices to upper bound the approxi-
mation error by any fixed ε. However, exponential decreasing
can be obtained under Cramer’s condition. Since typical sensor
networks consist of a large number of sensor nodes, we expect
the approximate solution to perform well. Calculating the
approximate transition probabilities is discussed in section
IV-D.
3) Expected Immediate Cost: The approximate expected

immediate cost Rai(sj,k) is defined by the expected trans-
mission energy required to reach the next state through the
approximate transition probability, given that the network is
in a nonterminating state sj,k and the action ai was executed.
Note that moving from sj,k to sr,i requires r − j sensors to
transmit until the next state (i.e., r − j sensors have LLR
with an absolute value greater than τi and lower than τk).
For example, consider the case where the fading channel
varies every time slot13. As a result, the sensor with the
highest channel gain among all r − j sensors transmits first.
In the next time slot the channel has changed. Thus, the
sensor with the highest channel gain among the remaining
r − j − 1 sensors transmits second, and so on until all r − j

sensors finish transmitting. Let E
{
e
(m)
tr

}
be the expected

transmission energy required for transmission by a single
sensor which has the highest channel gain from a set of m
sensors (the transmission energy is given in (1)). We define
the approximate expected immediate cost by:

Rai(sj,k) �
N∑

r=j+1

Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai)
r−j∑
m=1

E
{
e
(m)
tr

}
.

(12)
If the channel gain is approximately i.i.d across sensors
E

{
e
(m)
tr

}
can be calculated numerically using the mth order

statistics of the channel distribution (after estimating channel
distribution). If the channel gain is not i.i.d across sensors
we can improve the expected cost accuracy by averaging over
time, based on received data.

B. Obtaining The Optimal Policy:

Let Emin′
(hj,k) be the minimal expected transmission

energy required to reach any terminating state
sr,T ∈ ST starting from a nonterminating state
sj,k ∈ SNT , with a history hj,k = [s0,0, ..., sj,k].
Emin′

(hj,k) is given by Bellman’s equation ( [24])
Emin′

(hj,k) = min
ai∈Asj,k

{
R′

ai
(hj,k)

+
N−1∑

q=j+1

P ′
ai

(hj,k, sq,i)Emin′
([hj,k sq,i])

⎫⎬
⎭ ∀hj,k.

Minimizing the exact expected transmission energy requires
computing the history-dependent transition probabilities
(which is mathematically intractable) and O(NNa) iterations
(N is the network size and Na is the number of thresholds).
However, using the approximate history-independent transition
probability in (9) reduces the complexity significantly. Next,

13The extension to the case where the channel varies every D > 1 time
slots is straightforward.
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we search for a history-independent policy that minimizes
the approximate expected cost on the graph. A history-
independent policy πm : S → As , m = 1, · · · , M ,
is a mapping function, which maps the state set to the
corresponding action set. When the network reaches a
nonterminating state sj,k, and the policy πm is implemented,
it takes an action ai = πm(sj,k) ∈ Asj,k

. Let Emin(sj,k)
be an alternative utility function to minimize on the graph.
The utility function Emin(sj,k) is the minimal expected cost
required to reach any terminating state sr,T ∈ ST starting
from a nonterminating state sj,k ∈ SNT , with the approximate
history-independent transition probability (9). We can obtain
Emin(sj,k) as the unique solution to Bellman’s equation (
[24]):

Emin(sj,k) =

min
ai∈Asj,k

⎧⎨
⎩Rai(sj,k) +

N−1∑
q=j+1

Pai(sj,k, sq,i)Emin(sq,i)

⎫⎬
⎭

∀sj,k ∈ SNT .
(13)

Note that Emin(sj,T ) = 0 for each terminating state sj,T ∈
ST .
Note that for sufficiently large N , the next state approaches
its expected value conditioned on the chosen action. Due to
complexity limitations, practically the model size is finite.
Therefore, convergence by the LLN suffices to upper bound
the approximation error by any small fixed ε > 0. In Theorem
1, we show that the approximate transition probabilities ap-
proach the exact transition probabilities asN increases. Hence,
the approximate solution approaches the optimal solution as
N increases. Since typical sensor networks consist of a large
number of sensor nodes, we expect the approximate solution to
perform well. The optimal policy minimizes the approximate
expected cost in (13) at each nonterminating state and can be
obtained via a value iteration algorithm. It was shown in [24]
that typically a value iteration algorithm requires an infinite
number of iterations to converge. However, we show in the
following theorem that the optimal policy in our problem can
be computed in a single iteration.
Theorem 2: The transition graph of the problem is acyclic

for any policy.

Proof: To prove the theorem we map each nonterminating
state sj,k ∈ SNT to an ordered pair (j, k), where 0 ≤ j ≤ N ,
0 ≤ k ≤ Na−1. We map all the terminating states sj,T ∈ ST ,
where 1 ≤ j ≤ N , to a single ordered pair (N, Na). We define
a lexicographic order on the mapped ordered pairs, such that
(j, k) < (j′, k′) if and only if j < j′ or (j = j′ and k < k′).
Now, assume that the network is in any nonterminating state
sj,k ∈ SNT (which is mapped to an ordered pair (j, k)) and
an action ai ∈ Asj,k

is executed. According to the problem
formulation, the network can reach any nonterminating state
sr,i, where j ≤ r ≤ N − 1, k + 1 ≤ i ≤ Na − 1 (which
is mapped to an ordered pair (r, i), hence (j, k) < (r, i)) or
any terminating state sr,T , where j + 1 ≤ r ≤ N (which is
mapped to an ordered pair (N, Na), hence (j, k) < (N, Na)).
Therefore, the transition graph of the problem is acyclic
for any policy, since moving from state to state strictly

increases lexicographically the mapped ordered pairs, and it
has an inevitable terminating state (one of the states : sj,T ,
j = 1, ..., N ).
Corollary 1: A single iteration is required to obtain the

optimal policy.

Proof: This follows from the fact that the transition graph
is acyclic for any policy and it has an inevitable terminating
state. Hence, the optimal policy can be obtained in a single
iteration by executing a value iteration algorithm [24].
The optimal policy can be achieved by solving (13)

using backward induction. We initialize each terminat-
ing state by Emin(sr,T ) = 0 for all sr,T ∈
ST . Then, we compute Emin(sj,k) at each nontermi-
nating state sj,k ∈ SNT in the following order:
sN−1,Na−1 → sN−1,Na−2 → · · · → sN−1,1 →
sN−2,Na−1 → sN−2,Na−2 → · · · → sN−2,1 →
:
s0,Na−1 → s0,Na−2 → · · · → s0,0

. At

each nonterminating state sj,k ∈ SNT we store the optimal
policy at the current state πopt(sj,k). When we reach the
initial state s0,0 we obtain the optimal policy πopt(sj,k) for
all sj,k ∈ SNT .

C. The Protocol:

In table I we present the LCBA protocol. The initialization
step is done by the AP and involves obtaining the optimal
policy (mapping a state set to an action set) as discussed in
section IV-B. It is done after the AP has learned the channel
statistics. When the AP updates a new state it broadcasts τi

according to the optimal policy that minimizes (13). Let

Gi = {n : 1 ≤ n ≤ N, n ∈ N , |ln| > τi} , (14)

where G0 = ∅ and GNa = {1, 2, ..., N}.
At the beginning of a time slot (when the channel varies) the
AP broadcasts a beacon, and all the sensors in Gi that have
not transmitted yet estimate their local CSI. Then, the sensors
execute opportunistic carrier sensing and the sensor with the
best channel transmits. This process continues until all the
sensors in Gi have transmitted. If (2) or (3) are not fulfilled the
AP updates the new nonterminating state and broadcasts a new
lower threshold and so on until (2) or (3) are fulfilled. We point
out that practically the threshold is sent as part of the beacon
used to channel estimation. Therefore, the additional invested
energy to receive the log-likelihood threshold is negligible.

D. Approximation of the Transition Probabilities:

In this section we derive the approximate transition prob-
abilities in (9). Typically, the transition probabilities can be
obtained using Monte-Carlo simulations. However, in what
follows we derive an analytical approximation of the transition
probabilities by using Theorems 3-5, below. The following
theorems use the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) to apply
the normal approximation to the binomial distribution. Note
that the Berry-Esseen inequality can be used to upper bound
the approximation error for sufficiently large network size
N (while using a finite model size on the graph due to
complexity limitations). If the absolute third moment is finite,
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TABLE I
LCBA PROTOCOL

%—initializing—
AP: - Obtain the optimal policy by solving (13)

- Update initial state
%—end initializing—

repeat
AP: - Send τi according to the optimal policy

repeat
AP: - Send a beacon at the beginning of a

time slot (when the channel varies)
Sensors in Gi that have not transmitted yet execute:

- Each sensor estimates its local CSI
- Each sensor executes opportunistic
carrier sensing

- The sensor with highest channel
gain transmits

until all the sensors in Gi have transmitted

AP: - Update the new state
- Check if (2) or (3) are fulfilled

until (2) or (3) are fulfilled

the approximation error using the CLT is upper bounded by a
decreasing function of C/

√
N , where C is a constant.

Let
ni = |Gi| , (15)

where Gi is given in (14).
Assume that the network is in a nonterminating state sj,k ∈
SNT and the action ai ∈ Asj,k

is executed. Let Δi,k be
the number of transmitting sensors after the action ai was
executed, until the network reaches the next state. Hence,

Δi,k = ni − nk . (16)

Note that nk is a random variable. However, when the network
is in state sj,k, nk = j is given.
Finally, the complementary Gaussian Cumulative Distribution

Function (CDF) is given by: Q(x) = 1
2π

∫ ∞

x

e−u2/2du .

Theorem 3: Assume that the network is in a nonterminating
state sj,k ∈ SNT and the action ai ∈ Asj,k

is executed. Then,
if N − j is sufficiently large, the probability that Δi,k will be
greater or equal to x (Δi,k and x are integers) under hypothesis
Hm, form = 0, 1 is approximated by:

Pr (Δi,k ≥ x|sj,k, Hm) ≈ Q
(

x−1/2−μi,k|Hm

σi,k|Hm

)
, (17)

where

μi,k|Hm
= (N − j)pi,k|Hm

,
σ2

i,k|Hm
= (N − j)pi,k|Hm

(1 − pi,k|Hm
), (18)

where

pi,k|Hm
= αk|Hm

(∫ τk

τi

fl(l′|Hm)dl′ +
∫ −τi

−τk

fl(l′|Hm)dl′
)

(19)
where fl(ln|Hm) is the PDF of the LLR conditioned on Hm,
and

αk|Hm
=

(∫ τk

−τk

fl(l′|Hm)dl′
)−1

. (20)

Proof: When the network is in a nonterminating state
sj,k, N − j sensors have not transmitted yet. The LLRs of the
remaining sensors satisfy: −τk < ln < τk, and therefore are
distributed according to a truncated distribution, conditioned
on Hm. The term pi,k|Hm

is the probability that each of the
remaining sensors will transmit after action ai ∈ Asj,k

is
executed. Therefore, when N − j is sufficiently large, (17)
follows from the CLT. The subtraction of 1/2 from x is a
continuity correction.

Theorem 4: For sufficiently large N , the probability that ni

will be greater or equal to x (ni and x are integers) under
hypothesisHm, form = 0, 1 is approximated by:

Pr (ni ≥ x|Hm) ≈ Q
(

x−1/2−μi|Hm

σi|Hm

)
, (21)

where

μi|Hm
= Npi|Hm

, σ2
i|Hm

= Npi|Hm
(1 − pi|Hm

) , (22)

and

pi|Hm
=

(∫ ∞

τi

fl(l′|Hm)dl′ +
∫ −τi

−∞
fl(l′|Hm)dl′

)
(23)

Proof: The proof follows from theorem 3.

Theorem 5: Let
ζi �

∑
n∈Gi

ln . (24)

Let
εi|Hm

= E {ln |Hm, |ln| > τi } ,
ρ2

i|Hm
= Var {ln |Hm, |ln| > τi } (25)

be the expected value and the variance of ln, respectively,
conditioned onHm and that |ln| > τi. For sufficiently large ni,
the probability that ζi will be greater than x under hypothesis
Hm, form = 0, 1 is approximated by:

Pr (ζi > x|ni = r, Hm) ≈ Q
(

x−r·εi|Hm√
r·ρi|Hm

)
. (26)

Proof: The proof follows from the CLT.
We define:

λU,i(r) = λ + (N − r) · τi , λL,i(r) = λ − (N − r) · τi .
(27)

Now, we derive the transition probabilities in (9). The term
Pm|sj,k

= Pr(Hm|sj,k) in (9) denotes the probability of the
hypothesis Hm given that the network is in nonterminating
state sj,k, and is given by14:

P0|sj,k
= Pr (H0 |nk = j , λL,k(j) ≤ ζk ≤ λU,k(j) )

= P0Pr(nk=j ,λL,k(j)≤ζk≤λU,k(j)|H0)P1
m=0 PmPr(nk=j, λL,k(j)≤ζk≤λU,k(j)|Hm)

=
(
1 + P1Pr(nk=j|H1)Pr(λL,k(j)≤ζk≤λU,k(j)|H1, nk=j)

P0Pr(nk=j|H0)Pr(λL,k(j)≤ζk≤λU,k(j)|H0, nk=j)

)−1

,

(28)

14Note that for sufficiently large N , we can use: P0|sj,k
≈ 

1 +
P1·pj

k|H1
·(1−pk|H1

)N−j

P0·pj
k|H0

·(1−pk|H0
)N−j

!−1

.
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and
P1|sj,k

= 1 − P0|sj,k
. (29)

The AP knows the PDF of the LLRs, fl(ln|Hm), conditioned
on Hm. Therefore, the probabilities in this section can be
obtained using Monte-Carlo simulations. However, for suffi-
ciently large N we can obtain an analytical approximations to
the probabilities. We approximate (28) using theorems 4 and
5:

Pr (nk = j|Hm) ≈⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 − Q
(

1/2−μk|Hm

σk|Hm

)
, j = 0

Q
(

j−1/2−μk|Hm

σk|Hm

)
− Q

(
j+1/2−μk|Hm

σk|Hm

)
, 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1

Q
(

N−1/2−μk|Hm

σk|Hm

)
, j = N

(30)
and

Pr (λL,k(j) ≤ ζk ≤ λU,k(j)|Hm, nk = j) ≈
Q

(
λL,k(j)−j·εk|Hm√

jρk|Hm

)
− Q

(
λU,k(j)−j·εk|Hm√

jρk|Hm

)
.
(31)

The term Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, Hm) in (9) denotes the proba-
bility that r − j sensors transmit sequentially until the next
state (since j sensors have already transmitted), given that
the network is in state sj,k, action ai was executed and
conditioned on the hypothesis Hm. Since ni = r implies that
Δi,k = r − nk = r − j, for sufficiently large N − j we can
approximate Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, Hm) using theorem 3:

Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, Hm) ≈⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 − Q
(

1/2−μi,k|Hm

σi,k|Hm

)
, r = j

Q
(

r−j−1/2−μi,k|Hm

σi,k|Hm

)
− Q

(
r−j+1/2−μi,k|Hm

σi,k|Hm

)
,

j + 1 ≤ r ≤ N − 1
Q

(
N−j−1/2−μi,k|Hm

σi,k|Hm

)
, r = N

(32)
Finally, the term Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, Hm) in (9) denotes
the probability that the network reaches terminating state sr,T ,
given that the network is in state sj,k, action ai was executed,
r − j sensors transmit sequentially until the next state and
conditioned on hypothesis Hm. Hence,

Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, Hm) =
Pr (ζi > λU,i(ni)| sj,k, ni = r, Hm)

+Pr (ζi < λL,i(ni)| sj,k, ni = r, Hm) .

(33)

For sufficiently large N we approximate Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni =
r, Hm) using theorem 5:

Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, Hm) ≈
Q

(
λU,i(r)−r·εi|Hm√

r·ρi|Hm

)
+ 1 − Q

(
λL,i(r)−r·εi|Hm√

r·ρi|Hm

)
.

(34)

We point out that simulation results show that this approxima-
tion achieves very good performance even for a small number
(about 40) of sensors. Furthermore, using the approximate
transition probabilities for all states performs well.

E. Computational Complexity of LCBA

We now evaluate the computational complexity of com-
puting the optimal policy in terms of the number of multi-
plications. We emphasize that the process of computing the

transition probabilities and obtaining the optimal policy is
done by the AP, which is typically a powerful hardware unit
in SENMAs [6]. Furthermore, the optimal policy is fixed
as long as the channel statistics and the LLR statistics are
constant. Once the optimal policy is obtained, the network
uses it to perform detection tests occasionally (with different
LLR values at the sensors) as long as the statistics remains
constant. The AP re-computes the transition probabilities only
when the observation statistics is changed. The algorithm
runs over |SNT | states (|SNT | is of order N · Na). In each
state the number of multiplications in the summation is of
order N . The minimization is done over all ai ∈ Asj,k

possible actions (|Asj,k
| is of order Na). Hence, the proposed

algorithm has polynomial complexity in the number of sensors
and the number of actions. Specifically, the computational
complexity for computing the optimal policy in terms of the
number of multiplications is of order O(N2N2

a ). In general,
the size of the action set can be of order N . In that case, the
computational complexity is of order O(N4). However, we
can always trade optimality with complexity by constructing
a reduced-model and still achieve very good performance. We
define the reduced-order state set such that each state indicates
a range of transmitting sensors instead of a single sensor. The
transition probabilities are computed regarding the range of
transmitting sensors instead of a single transmitting sensor.
Simulation results show very good performance when LCBA
is implemented using a reduced state set, as well.

V. IMPLEMENTING A DETECTION PROBLEM USING LCBA

In this section we show the implementation of energy
efficient detection using LCBA. First, we examine detection
in a linear-model, due to its general applicability to real-world
applications and its tractable mathematical analysis. Then, we
consider the general detection problem.

A. Detection in a Linear-Model via LCBA

The classical general linear-model assumes that the random
observation data vector xn at sensor n can be written under
H0 and H1 as:

H0 : xn = wn , H1 : xn = Hθ + wn , (35)

where xn = [xn(0) xn(1) · · · xn(r − 1)]T is an r × 1 vector
of received data samples, H is a known observation full rank
r × p matrix with r > p, θ is a p × 1 vector of parameters
which is assumed to be known in this section, and wn =
[wn(0) wn(1) · · · wn(r − 1)]T is an r × 1 random vector
with PDF wn ∼ N(0,C). Note that under H0 we have xn ∼
N(0,C), and Under H1 we have xn ∼ N(Hθ,C).
Theorem 6: The LLR of sensor n under H0 in the linear-

model (35) is a random variable with PDF:

ln|H0 ∼ N(−μlin, σ2
lin) . (36)

Similarly, the LLR underH1 is a random variable with PDF:

ln|H1 ∼ N(μlin, σ2
lin) , (37)

where

μlin = 1
2 (Hθ)T C−1Hθ , σ2

lin = (Hθ)T C−1Hθ . (38)
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Proof: Under H0 we have xn ∼ N(0,C), and Under H1

we have xn ∼ N(Hθ,C). Therefore, the LLR is given by:
ln = ln(fX (xn|H1)

fX (xn|H0) ) = (Hθ)T C−1xn − 1
2 (Hθ)T C−1Hθ .

Hence, (36) and (37) follow.
Analytical approximations to the transition probabilities

were derived in section IV-D. Here, we derive the parame-
ters which are used to compute the transition probabilities.
To approximate the transition probability Pai(sj,k, sr,T ) (9),
we need to approximate Pm|sj,k

, Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, Hm),
Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, Hm), given in section IV-D.
The approximation to Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, Hm) is given in
(32). From theorem 6 we have:

pi,k|H0 = pi,k|H1 =
αk

[
Q

(
τi−μlin

σlin

)
− Q

(
τk−μlin

σlin

)
+Q

(
−τk−μlin

σlin

)
− Q

(
−τi−μlin

σlin

)]
,

(39)

where

αk =
[
Q

(
−τk−μlin

σlin

)
− Q

(
τk−μlin

σlin

)]−1

. (40)

Substituting (39), (18) in (32) well approximates
Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, Hm).
To obtain approximation to Pm|sj,k

, Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni =
r, Hm), given in (28), (34), we use the following theorem:

Theorem 7: Consider the linear-model detection problem
(35). The parameters εi|Hm

, ρ2
i|Hm

(25), described in theorem
5, are given by:

εi|H1 = −εi|H0 = μlin,i , ρ2
i|H1

= ρ2
i|H0

= σ2
lin,i , (41)

where μlin,i, σ2
lin,i are given by:

μlin,i = νi · μlin,U,i + (1 − νi)μlin,L,i

σ2
lin,i = νi · σ2

lin,U,i + (1 − νi)σ2
lin,L,i

+(νi − ν2
i )μ2

lin,U,i + (1 − νi − (1 − νi)2)μ2
lin,L,i

−2νi(1 − νi)μlin,U,i · μlin,L,i ,
(42)

where

νi =
Q

“
τi−μlin

σlin

”

Q
“

τi−μlin
σlin

”
+1−Q

“ −τi−μlin
σlin

” , (43)

and

μlin,U,i = μlin + σlin · ηU,i ,
μlin,L,i = μlin − σlin · ηL,i ,

σ2
lin,U,i = σ2

lin

[
1 − ηU,i

(
ηU,i − τi−μlin

σlin

)]
,

σ2
lin,L,i = σ2

lin

[
1 − ηL,i

(
ηL,i + −τi−μlin

σlin

)]
,

(44)

where

ηU,i =
1√
2π

exp

»
− 1

2
(τi−μlin)2

σ2
lin

–

Q
“

τi−μlin
σlin

” ,

ηL,i =
1√
2π

exp

»
− 1

2
(−τi−μlin)2

σ2
lin

–

Q
“

τi+μlin
σlin

” .

(45)

Proof: The proof follows by computing the mean and
variance of one-side truncated normal variables [25].
Substituting (41) in (34) well approximates

Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, Hm) .
To obtain an approximation to Pm|sj,k

given in (28), we need

to compute (30) and (31). Calculating (41) yields (31). Using
theorem 6, the term pk|Hm

given in (23) can be rewritten as:

pk|H0 = pk|H1 = Q
(

τk−μlin

σlin

)
+ Q

(
τk+μlin

σlin

)
. (46)

Substituting (46) in (22) and then substituting (22), (30), (31)
in (28) well approximates Pm|sj,k

.
Therefore, in the case of detection in a linear-model and for a
sufficiently large number of sensors, the transition probability
can be obtained analytically by a closed-form approximation.

B. General Detection Problem via LCBA

In Sec. V-A we showed that in the deterministic linear-
model detection problem (where the vector of parameters
θ is assumed to be known) the LLRs conditioned on H0

and H1 are distributed normally. This fact allows us to
obtain a tractable closed-form approximation to the transition
probability in our model by exploiting truncated normal
distribution behavior. However, in this section we assume a
general detection testing problem where the PDF of the LLRs
obeys any PDF under H0, H1. In this case, the transition
probability can be estimated by sample data. Since the
PDF of the random observation under Hm, fX(xn|Hm) is
known, we can estimate the PDF of the LLRs f̂l(ln|Hm)
by histogram density estimation techniques, for instance.
Let f̂l(ln|Hm) be the LLRs’ PDF estimation of fl(ln|Hm).
Analytical approximations to the transition probabilities were
derived in section IV-D. Here, we derive the parameters
which are used to obtain the transition probabilities, by using
the estimated f̂l(ln|Hm). To approximate Pai(sj,k, sr,T )
given in (9), we need to compute Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, Hm),
Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, Hm) and Pm|sj,k

.
To compute Pr(ni = r|sj,k, ai, Hm) given in (32), we can
obtain pi,k|Hm

given in (19) using f̂l(ln|Hm).
To compute Pai(sj,k, sr,T |ni = r, Hm) in (34) we need to
calculate εi|Hm

, ρi|Hm
, described in theorem 5. εi|Hm

, ρi|Hm

can be achieved by estimating the sample mean and variance
of truncated sample data.
To compute Pm|sj,k

in (28), we can obtain pi|Hm
given in

(23) using f̂l(ln|Hm).

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we provide a numerical example illustrating
the significant energy saving of the LCBA algorithm on
the binary detection problem. We simulated a network with
N sensors and the following parameters unless otherwise
specified: the sensors transmit through a block fading channel
with a flat Rayleigh fading distribution (therefore the received
signal power at the receiver is exponentially distributed) i.i.d
across time slots and across sensors. We set the expected
received signal power to 1, and we normalized the channel
bandwidth to 1 (W = 1). The average Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) was set to 10dB. As explained in Sec. IV-E, we can
reduce the complexity required to achieve the optimal policy
by constructing a low-order state set in (8). The size of the
state set was set to a reduced-order model: |S| = 20 · 20 + 1
instead of |S| = N ·N +1. We use the approximate transition
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probabilities using the CLT for all states. We compared the
performance of the proposed LCBA algorithm to the Op-
portunistic Channel Based Access (OCBA) and Opportunistic
Likelihood-ratio Based Access (OLBA) protocols discussed in
section III.
We examined the problem of detecting a sinusoidal signal:
xn(k) = A cos(2πf0k+φ) in AWGN using a WSN. n denotes
the sensor index (n = 1, 2, ..., N ), while k is the time index
(k = 1, 2, ..., K). It was shown in [26] that we can formulate
the problem as a linear-model detection problem, where the
random observation data vector xn at sensor n can be written
under H0 and H1 as:

H0 : xn = wn , H1 : xn = Hθ + wn . (47)

In our simulations xn = [xn(0) xn(1) · · · xn(10 −
1)]T is a 10 × 1 vector of received data samples, H is
a known observation full rank 10 × 2 matrix given by:

H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0
cos(2πf0) sin(2πf0)

: :
cos(2πf0(10 − 1)) sin(2πf0(10 − 1))

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . θ is a

2 × 1 vector of parameters which is assumed to be unknown
15. However, the PDF of θ is assumed to be known and

given by: θ =
[

A cos(φ)
−A sin(φ)

]
∼ N(0, σ2

sI) , and wn =

[wn(0) wn(1) · · · wn(10 − 1)]T is a 10 × 1 random vector
with PDF wn ∼ N(0, I), where I denotes the identity matrix.
We consider a low-signal detection problem where σ2

s = 0.2.
It was shown in [26] that this problem illustrates the detection
of the received signal through a Rayleigh-fading channel (θ
is distributed according to a normal distribution due to the
superposition of many multipath arrivals).
Fig. 2 shows the average number of transmissions until the
AP decided H0 or H1. As expected, OLBA performed the
best in terms of average number of transmissions, because
it orders the transmissions by exploiting LRI. On the other
hand, OCBA performs the worst in terms of average number
of transmissions, since LRI is not exploited. As a result, all the
sensors are required to transmit by OCBA in order to obtain
the optimal probability of error. It can be seen that LCBA
performance in terms of average number of transmissions is
very good and almost achieves OLBA.
Fig. 4 shows the achieved average invested transmission
energy per transmission until the AP decidesH0 orH1. OCBA
and LCBA protocols exploit CSI to allow the sensors with
better channel gain to transmit. Increasing the number of
sensors increases the diversity of the channels on each time
slot. Therefore, the achieved average invested transmission
energy per transmission by OCBA and LCBA decreases as
the number of sensors increases. However, the OLBA protocol
does not exploit CSI to allow sensors with better channel
gains to transmit. Therefore, the average invested transmission
energy per transmission achieved by OLBA remains approx-
imately constant with the number of sensors. As expected,
OCBA performs the best in terms of average invested trans-
mission energy per transmission, since CSI is exploited to

15Note that we consider a general linear-model, where θ is assumed to be
unknown. Therefore, we implemented LCBA as described in section V-B for
the general detection testing problem.
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Fig. 2. Average number of transmissions until the AP decides H0 or H1.

choose the sensor with the best channel for transmission on
every time slot. On the other hand, OLBA performance is
very poor in terms of average invested transmission energy
per transmission, since CSI is not exploited to select sensors
with better channel gain. As a result, the invested energy
per transmission substantially increases by implementing the
OLBA scheme. It can be seen that LCBA performance in terms
of average invested transmission energy per transmission is
very good and almost achieves OCBA.
The main results are presented in Fig. 3. Recall that our goal
was to minimize the total transmission energy (instead of
minimizing the number of transmissions or minimizing the in-
vested transmission energy per transmission). LCBA trades off
between CSI (to reduce the invested transmission energy per
transmission) and LRI (to reduce the number of transmissions)
to minimize the total transmission energy. Fig. 3 presents
the achieved average total transmission energy until the AP
decides H0 or H1. It can be seen that LCBA significantly
outperforms both OCBA and OLBA in terms of average total
transmission energy (above 40% energy saving over OCBA
and OLBA). To demonstrate the performance of the proposed
LCBA algorithm as compared to the accurate solution (history-
dependent), we have drawn in Fig. 3 the lower bound on the
expected total transmission energy that can be achieved by the
accurate solution. The lower bound provides a benchmark on
the performance loss due to the Markov property relaxation.
The lower bound is obtained by an unrealistic centralized
scheme: The unrealistic assumption is that the AP knows the
LLR values before the sensors have transmitted (and with this
knowledge the transition probabilities on the graph take the
values zero or one). Fig. 3 shows that LCBA performs very
well compared to the lower bound on the exact model. The
lower bound outperforms the LCBA algorithm by less than
10% for small network size, and less than 8% as the network
size increases 200 ≤ N ≤ 500.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we considered MAC protocols for energy
efficient detection in wireless sensor networks (WSN). We
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Fig. 3. Average total transmission energy until the AP decides H0 or H1.

considered the binary hypothesis testing problem, where the
Access Point (AP) decides H0 or H1, based on data received
from sensors that transmit through a fading channel. We
investigated the significance of exploiting both Channel-State
Information (CSI) and Likelihood-Ratio Information (LRI),
when accessing the channel. The goal was to minimize the
total transmission energy required for the detection problem
until deciding H0 or H1. By formulating this as a stochastic
control problem we derived a novel distributed MAC protocol,
dubbed the LRI and CSI Based Access (LCBA) protocol.
LCBA trades off between LRI and CSI to reduce the total
transmission energy. Simulation results illustrate the signifi-
cant performance gain of LCBA over existing approaches.
Some extensions and future research directions are the follow-
ing:

• As discussed in section IV, in the initial state, no sensor
has transmitted yet. Hence, the AP uses only the LLR
statistics (and not the actual LLR values) to obtain the
optimal policy when the network is in the initial state.
As a result, once the optimal policy is obtained, the
network can use it to perform detection tests occasionally
(with different LLR values at the sensors) as long as the
LLR statistics and the channel statistics are not changed.
However, the optimal policy that solves the problem can
be updated after some of the sensors have transmitted
their data. In that case, we can design a new model,
while the current state is viewed as the new initial state.
The transition probabilities to the remaining states are
obtained by the LLR statistics again. The resulting cost
is increased complexity, since we need to re-compute the
optimal policy of the new model.

• In the paper, we discuss the Baysian approach, which
integrates a priori knowledge regarding the hypotheses
to the model formulation. Under the classical frequentist
approach, a priori knowledge regarding the hypotheses
is not given, and thus is not integrated into the model
formulation.

• We are currently extending LCBA to implement simulta-
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Fig. 4. Average invested transmission energy per transmission until the AP
decides H0 or H1.

neous transmissions using the TBMA or TBRA schemes
[20]–[22] to investigate cases of unknown number of
transmitting sensors in a data collection and non coherent
detection.
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